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ZOLO CABLE POLITICAL ADVERTISING DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

July 20, 2017 

 

 The purpose of this Disclosure Statement is to make those parties who purchase political 

advertising and programming time fully aware of the political advertising policies and 

procedures of cable syscodes 2127 & 7675  (collectively, except where expressly noted, the 

“Systems”), including application of the “lowest unit charge” provisions of Section 315(b) of the 

Communications Act; and the sponsorship identification provisions found in Section 317 of the 

Communications Act and Section 441d of the Federal Election Campaign Act.   

 

Lowest Unit Charge 

 

Lowest unit charge ("LUC") provisions apply only during the 45 days preceding a 

caucus, primary or run-off election and the 60 days preceding a general or special election (the 

“Election Periods”) to legally qualified candidates for public office that represent persons within 

the Systems service area, or their authorized campaign organizations to promote their candidacy, 

that have not previously violated the terms of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, and who 

otherwise are eligible under relevant law and regulation; these provisions otherwise are not 

applicable, including to political action committees or to non-candidate issue advertising.  LUC 

applies only if the advertisement satisfies all relevant legal requirements as noted in this 

Disclosure Statement.  At times other than the prescribed Election Periods, the rates charged 

legally qualified and eligible candidates shall be reasonable as compared to charges of the 

Systems to their commercial advertisers:  

 

 The Oregon primary Election Period is March 31, 2018 to May 15, 2018.   

 
 The Election Period for the general election is September 7, 2018 to November 6, 2018.   

Other election periods may apply to other areas possibly within the Station’s over-the-air service 

area.  Please contact the Station as needed. 

 

Federal Candidate Eligibility for LUC- Certification 

 

 To qualify for the Systems LUC, federal candidates, or their authorized committees, must 

certify in writing, at the time programming is purchased, that the programming does not refer to 

another candidate for the same office, or if the programming does refer to an opposing candidate, 

they must certify in writing that the programming meets the following requirements: 

 

If five minutes long or less, the end of the broadcast must include, for a minimum of 

four seconds, a clearly identifiable photographic, or similar image, or unobstructed full 

screen view, that is at least 80% of the vertical screen height, of the sponsoring 

candidate while simultaneously showing a clearly readable printed statement, that is at 

least four percent of the vertical picture height (at least 20 scan lines or digital 

equivalent).  The printed statement must identify the sponsoring candidate, state that 

the candidate approved the broadcast and that the candidate and/or the candidate’s 

authorized committee paid for the broadcast or message.  Broadcasts of longer than 
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five minutes must have such sponsorship identification at the beginning and the end of 

the broadcast. 

 

Failure to adhere to these sponsorship disclosures means that the candidate may forfeit all rights 

to the LUC for all programming aired during the remainder of that Election Period. 

 

Proper Sponsor Identification – Federal Candidate Authorized Advertisements 

 Political programming that is paid for by a political committee, advocates the election or 

defeat of a federal candidate, solicits any political contributions, or is an “electioneering 

communication” (see “Electioneering Communications” section below) must comply with the 

following sponsorship identification rules: 

 

Television advertisements must identify the candidate on whose behalf time was 

purchased, state that the candidate approved the broadcast, and state that the 

broadcast has been paid for by the candidate and/or the candidate’s authorized 

committee.  This requirement may be satisfied in one of two ways: 

 

1. The candidate making the statement in an unobscured, full screen view; or  

2. A candidate voice-over, accompanied by a clearly identifiable photograph or 

similar image of the candidate. 

 

The image or the candidate must be at least 80% of the vertical screen height.  There 

also must be a written presentation of the same statement at the end of the political 

programming “in a clearly readable manner with a reasonable degree of color contrast 

between the background and the printed statement, for a period of at least four seconds.”  

The minimum requirement of four percent of vertical height applies.  The image and the 

statement must be broadcast for at least four seconds.  This entire message must be 

broadcast at the end of spots that are five minutes in duration, or less, and at the beginning 

and end of spots that are more than five minutes long. 

Proper Sponsor Identification/Certification - Federal Third Party/National Issue 

Advertisements 

 For political programming that (i) is paid for by a political committee; (ii) advocates the 

election or defeat of federal candidates; (iii) solicits any political contributions; (iv) addresses a 

political matter of national legislative importance; or (v) is an “electioneering communication”  

(see “Electioneering Communications” section below), but is not authorized by a candidate or 

the candidate's authorized committee, the advertiser must certify as to the following information 

in the form of the “Third Party/Issue Advertiser Certification” attached hereto: the purchaser’s 

contact name, address and phone number; the purchaser’s chief executive officers or board of 

directors; the organizations connected to the Advertiser, the name of the candidate to which the 

programming refers (if any); and, in the case of a “political matter of national importance,” the 

issue in question, and that the advertiser is responsible for the content of the programming.  

 

 The sponsorship identification within the broadcast time sold must: 1) state that the 

programming is not authorized by any federal candidate; 2) clearly state the full name and 

permanent street address, telephone number or World Wide Web address of the person who paid 

for the communication; and 3) state: “______ is responsible for the content of this advertising.”  

The blank must be filled in with the name of the political committee or other person paying for 
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the communication and the name of any connected organization to the payer.  The statement also 

must be conveyed by an unobscured, full screen view of a representative of the political 

committee or other person making the statement, or by a representative of such political 

committee or other person in voice-over.  In addition, the statement must appear in a clearly 

readable manner at the end of the spot in letters that are at least four percent of the vertical 

picture height (20 scan lines or equivalent) of the screen for a period of at least four seconds with 

a reasonable degree of color contrast between the background and the printed statement. 

 

Proper Sponsor Identification - Nonfederal Candidate and All Other Advertisements 

 All ads must comply with the following sponsorship identification requirements of the 

Communications Act.  The identification must state that the broadcast is “sponsored," or "paid 

for" or "furnished" by the identified sponsor.  Those words may not be abbreviated in a visual 

identification.  All ads must contain a visual identification in letters at least four percent of the 

vertical picture height for a period of not less than four seconds.  For ads of five minutes or less 

in duration, the identification may be at the beginning or the end of the ad.  For ads longer than 

five minutes, the identification must be at the beginning and the end of the ad. 

A pre-airing submission of all ads is requested to permit the Systems to verify 

compliance with the identification requirements.   

Federal Electioneering Communications 

 

   Pursuant to the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United v. FEC, use of funds 

from corporations (whether nonprofit or for-profit entities) and unions to pay for, or support, 

political broadcasting no longer are restricted, including with respect to “electioneering 

communications,” which generally are considered to be broadcast, cable, or satellite 

communications that:  1) refer to a federal candidate and expressly advocate a candidate’s 

election or defeat (including communications which may be considered the “functional 

equivalent” of such express advocacy);  2) are broadcast within 60 days before the general 

election of the candidate or within 30 days before the party primary, convention, or caucus that 

nominates the candidate; and 3) are targeted to the “relevant electorate,” i.e., more than 50,000 

persons in the State or Congressional district that the candidate seeks to represent.  Legal 

restrictions on the use of foreign funds to pay for, or support, political broadcasting are 

unaffected by the Citizens United decision.  The Systems rely on the reporting, and certifications, 

of its advertisers with respect to all legal requirements and the Systems and cannot accept spots 

in violation of such requirements.   

 

Types of Rates Offered by the Station     

 

 The Systems sell commercial time in thirty (30) and sixty (60) increments throughout the 

day.  The rates for sixty (60) is two (2) times the thirty (30) second rate, ten (10) second spots are 

fifty (50%) of the thirty (30) second cost and fifteen (15) second spots are sixty (60%) percent of 

the thirty (30) second cost. 

 

Classes of Time Offered by the Station      

 

The Systems offer the following classes of time: (1) Fixed within Program or Time 

Period; (2) Preemptible with three (3) Business Days Notice; (3) Preemptible without Notice 
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with No Make Good Guarantee. (4) Remnant and Direct Response.  A description and definition 

of each class follow. 

The LUC for each class of time is subject to change and does change weekly for the 

relevant dayparts.  At the time of the candidates request rates will be quoted and these rates are 

subject to change as outlined above.  

Fixed within Program 

These announcements are scheduled to be broadcast at a specific time with a 

specific program or time period and will not be preempted by an advertiser 

offering a higher rate.  These announcements will air as scheduled excluding 

unforeseen program changes or technical difficulties. 

 

Preemptible with Notice 
These announcements are subject to preemption along with notice to the 

advertiser.  Preemptible with Notice announcements are superior in terms of 

preemption and makegoods to Preemptible without Notice announcements, but 

subordinate to the Fixed classification of time.  At current selling levels, it is 

estimated that this class of time may be approximately preempted as follows: 15% 

to 30%.  The likelihood of preemption is a function of a number of variables 

including supply and demand.  We will, upon request, provide you with a more 

current estimate of the likelihood of preemption when your order is placed.  If 

preempted, we will attempt to provide the advertiser with a make-good 

announcement in a comparable time period (see Make Good Policy below).  

 

Preemptible without Notice with No Make Good Guarantee 

These announcements are highly subject to preemption and no notice is required 

to be given to the advertiser from the Systems.  Preemptible without Notice with 

No Make Good Guarantee announcements may be preempted by both the Fixed 

classification of time, the Preemptible with Notice classification of time, and 

under some circumstances other announcements that fall into the Preemptible 

without Notice with No Make Good Guarantee classification of time.  At current 

selling levels, it is estimated that this class of time may be approximately 

preempted as follows: 50% or more.  The likelihood of preemption is a function 

of a number of variables including supply and demand.  We will, upon request, 

provide you with a more current estimate of the likelihood of preemption when 

your order is placed.  If preempted, the Systems are under no obligation to 

provide the advertiser with a make-good announcement in a comparable time 

period (see Make Good Policy below). Note: The systems are not obligated to 

communicate to the advertiser if an announcement has been preempted. 

 

Remnant & Direct Response  
The Systems accept “Remnant” and “Direct Response” advertising on a very 

limited basis.   Announcements are scheduled to air totally at the Systems’ 

discretion in the particular program, time period or daypart specified by the 

advertiser, subject to federal requirements.  The Systems accept remnant and 

direct response time on a contingency basis, in that, remnant and direct response 

time is never confirmed before airing and makegoods are not available.  Rates and 

other conditions of use are available upon request. 
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Spots are sold, for example, for a specific time and date or within a specific period.  Packages of 

spots of different classes or to be broadcast during different time periods are also sold.  However, 

packages are treated as volume discounts and are considered in calculating the LUC. 

 

Level of Rates Sold by the Systems 

 

During the Election Periods, legally qualified and eligible candidates are entitled to 

receive all discounts or privileges otherwise offered to commercial advertisers and are to be 

placed on a par with the most favored commercial advertiser of these Systems.  That is, during 

the Election Period, candidates will be charged the LUC for the same class and amount of time 

for the same period.  When a candidate purchases time outside the Election Periods, he or she 

will be charged rates comparable to current commercial rates.  

 The Systems have calculated an LUC for every class of time sold on the Systems.  The 

LUC may vary on a weekly basis depending upon the price of spots actually broadcast during 

each week.  Candidates may purchase preemptible spots at the LUC or at a higher rate so as to 

decrease the potential for pre-emptions.  (See Classes of Time Offered).  The Systems will 

supply the current or effective selling level (the “CSL”) for all classes of time and time periods.  

The CSL is that level of rate which has a high degree of certainty of being broadcast on the 

Systems.  Candidates are entitled to purchase preemptible spots at all reasonable incremental 

levels or rates, subject to preemption by a higher rated spot. 

Audit of Rates Charged 

 

At the end of each week during the Election Periods, the Systems will audit the rates for 

all political time broadcast during the Election Periods to insure that the rates charged candidates 

reflect the actual LUC, that is, the lowest rate any advertiser paid for the same class of spot that 

cleared during the same time period during the given week.  Refunds will be issued for any 

overcharges in an expedient manner.  

Agency Commission 

When time is purchased for a political advertiser on a direct basis (not using an agency 

and not with agency commissions), the LUC must exclude the standard 15% agency 

commission.  This policy applies only during the Election Periods. 

Program Time   

Program time will be sold only to federal candidates.  Requests for program time, or any 

non-traditional length of time, will be considered on an individual basis.  There will be no 

promotional announcements, aside from a candidate’s separately purchased schedules, to 

promote the political program or odd time lengths. 

POD Exclusivity & Ratings Assurances    

 The Systems do not offer POD exclusivity to any of its advertisers.  The Systems do not 

offer ratings assurance to any of its advertisers. 

 

Make Good Policy  
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In the event a Pre-emptible with Notice or Pre-emptible without Notice with No Make 

Good Guarantee, the Systems will make their reasonably best efforts to make good the spot 

through placement in a comparable time period.  The Systems cannot guarantee, to any advertiser, 

that make goods can be provided in the same time period, rotation or program originally purchased.  If 

make goods are not available in the originally purchased time period, rotation or program, the Systems 

will endeavor to offer make goods of equivalent value or comparable audience levels of the original spot.  

If these are not acceptable to the advertiser the Systems will provide credits or refunds for the preempted 

spots. 

Orders for Political Time 

 

 Orders for political time will not be considered firm until the appropriate certifications 

and purchase request forms (see attached) have been completed, signed, delivered and payment 

in full has been received prior to any commercials airing.  In its discretion, and consistent with 

federal regulations, the Systems may elect not to accept orders from all candidates competing in 

certain non-federal races. 

 

Recapture of Spots 

 

 The Systems reserve the right to recapture spot time sold to a candidate to meet equal 

opportunity or reasonable access requirements of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.  

If spot time is recaptured by the Systems, the candidate will be advised as soon as practicable 

and an appropriate make good or refund will be issued. 
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Deadlines for Receipt of Orders/Copy   

 

 The Systems impose the following deadlines for the receipt of orders (or audio/video 

tapes): 

 

a) Completed and signed Agreement Form for Political Candidates.  
 

b) Net cash-in-advance payment.  (Minimum 48 hours prior to air date, subject to legal 

requirements). 

 

c) Where the purchase is made by a corporation, committee, association or other 

unincorporated group, a list of the entity’s chief executive committee, members of its 

executive committee, or board of directors. 

 

d) Where doubt exists, satisfactory proof that the candidate is “legally qualified,” as that 

term is defined by the FCC. 

 

e) Where doubt exists, satisfactory proof that the purchaser is authorized to buy time for 

the candidate. 

 

f) Advance orders for schedules of political advertising will be subject to reconfirmation 

10 days preceding start of schedule. 

 

g) Commercial facilities (tape, slides or copy), along with written instructions for their 

use, should be submitted to the Systems as soon as possible to ensure proper airing.  

All instructions for airing of facilities should be in writing.  Changes to these 

instructions should be in writing to the Systems (by letter or fax) prior to the changes 

being made.  Tape should be received in sufficient time to permit confirmation of 

compliance with sponsorship identification requirements and with broadcast technical 

standards. 

 

h) Deadlines for all commercial material, time orders, payment and contract changes are 

as follows:
 1

 Orders and Traffic Instructions are to be submitted to the Systems by 

11:00am Pacific Time two (2) working days before scheduled start. 

Commercials/Spots are required to be in-house (63090 Sherman Road, Bend, OR 

97703) 36 hours prior to schedule start.  Changes and/or Revisions to orders or 

traffic must be made by 11:00am Pacific Time two (2) working days prior.  

Payments in full must or evidence of payments must be submitted to the Systems no 

less than 48 hours prior to schedule start.  

 

i) [The Systems will maintain a staff to accept copy changes on the weekends prior 

to primary day and Election Day.  Staff will be on call should changes need to be 

made.]  

 

j) Failure by a political advertiser to fulfill all requirements in advance of the deadlines 

may result in preemption of some or all announcements or programs previously 

cleared. 

                                            
1
 Close dates/times may vary from above to accommodate a holiday weekend, including: [Memorial Day; Labor 

Day; President’s Day; Independence Day].  Please contact station for more information. 
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k) Production charges are handled separately from charges for air-time.  Agencies and/or 

candidates who need production services from the Systems for tags, dubs or any other 
productions service are required to provide payment for these services immediately 
following the production session.  

 

THE SYSTEMS DO NOT DISCRIMINATE BASED UPON RACE OR ETHNICITY IN ANY 

OF ITS ADVERTISING CONTRACTS OR PRACTICES.  PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT 

THE SYSTEMS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REVISE THE TERMS OF THIS DISCLOSURE 

STATEMENT, IN ITS SOLE DISCRETION, WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. 
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REQUEST FOR THE PURCHASE OF TIME FOR POLITICAL BROADCASTS 

 

Station & Location: 

 

 

Date: 

Candidate, Office and Party (if applicable): 

 

 

Referenced Election or National Issue: 

If Candidate Buy, Name of Authorized 
Committee & Committee’s Treasurer: 
 
 

If not Candidate Buy, Name of Purchaser 
and Name, Title, Address and Phone 
Number of Purchaser’s Contact Person 
 
 
 

 

Description of Broadcast Time Sought (Date, Time of Day, Class, Duration, Frequency): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circle Appropriate Response: 

 

Disclosure:  If candidate request, candidate HAS BEEN SENT or IS BEING SENT this station’s 

political disclosure statement, which fully discloses the station’s customary selling practices. 

 

Disposition:       ACCEPTED  REJECTED 

 

 If request for the purchase of time is accepted attach a copy of the order, including 

classes bought, rates charged and airdates and times. 

  If the request is for a federal candidate, attach an executed “Federal Candidate 

Certification” form certifying that the programming does or does not refer to another 

candidate for the same office.   

 If the request is by a third party or other non-candidate, attach an executed “Third 

Party/Issue Advertising Certification” form. 

 

Name of Person Taking Request:       
 
 

This Station does not discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity in any of its advertising 
practices. 
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FEDERAL CANDIDATE CERTIFICATION FOR TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act and the Federal 

Communications Act,         [candidate’s name] (the 

“Candidate”),  a candidate for the office of      , [political office 

sought], whose authorized committee treasurer is_______________, personally, or by   

    , the Candidate’s authorized committee, with regard to the 

following identified spot(s) or program(s)   [list each individual spot or program for which this 

certification applies]           

             

       (the “Programming”) certifies that:  

CHECK APPROPRIATE CERTIFICATION  

 

The Programming to be broadcast by the Station does not refer to another candidate for 

the same office. 

 

   OR 

 

 The Programming to be broadcast by the Station does refer to another candidate for the 

same office. 

 

AND   

 

At the end of the Programming there is a clearly identifiable photographic or similar 

image of Candidate that is at least 80% of screen height and, for a minimum of four (4) 

seconds and at least 4% of screen height in size, a printed statement is displayed 

identifying Candidate, stating that Candidate approves the broadcast and that Candidate 

and/or Candidate’s authorized committee has paid for the broadcast.   
 
This station does not discriminate in the sale of advertising time, and will accept no advertising 
placed with an intent to discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity.  Buyer further certifies that 
it is not buying broadcasting air time for a discriminatory purpose, including but not limited to 
decisions not to place advertising on particular stations on the basis of race or ethnicity. 
 
Certified this _____ day of ____________, 201__. 
 
 
      
Candidate 
 
OR 
 
      
Candidate’s Authorized Committee Representative 
 
      
Candidate’s Representative’s Title 
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GUIDE TO THIRD PARTY/ISSUE ADVERTISING CERTIFICATION 
 
With regard to issue spots, it is not presently the responsibility of a broadcast station to ascertain 
the source of the sponsor’s funds or whether the funds are “hard money” or “soft money.”  That 
information is relevant only to the sponsor and to the determination by the FEC whether the 
sponsor has complied with FEC requirements. 
 
With regard to issue advertising, a broadcast station must ascertain certain facts to determine the 
station’s Public Inspection File requirements imposed by the FCC and by the FEC.  It is 
recommended that the required information be obtained from the sponsoring advertiser in the 
form of a Certification, as the advertiser is the best available source.  As the required information 
is fact specific to the content of the spot to be broadcast, it is recommended that a Certification 
be obtained for each specifically identified spot; however, a Certification may be made for more 
than one spot so long as each spot to be included in the Certification is individually identified.  In 
the event an advertiser that has completed a Certification wishes to broadcast a spot or spots not 
referenced in a Certification previously provided the station, a written confirmation by the 
advertiser (e.g., an e-mail or fax) advising that the new spot is covered by the original 
certification should be sufficient.  A copy of the Certification and any supplemental written 
advice from the advertiser should be placed in the station’s Public Inspection File.  A separate 
section should be maintained in the Public File for each sponsor. 
 
Analysis of the Certification form: 
 
Items 1 and 2 provide the sponsor information that must be placed in the station’s Public Inspection File. 
 
Items 3 through 6 alert the sponsor to the special sponsor identification requirements if the 
response to any of the items is answered in the affirmative. 
 
Item 7 is the certification by the sponsor that the text of the sponsor identification on the spot 
complies with the special disclosure requirements imposed when any one of items 3 through 6 is 
answered in the affirmative. 
 
Items 8 through 10 provide the information that must be disclosed in the sponsorship identification in 
the event the response to any of the items 3 through 6 is answered in the affirmative. 
 
Items 11 and 12 capture the information necessary to the station’s determination of whether 
additional pricing information must be placed in the Public Inspection File.  In the event the spot 
relates to an issue of national importance or refers to a federal candidate, a copy of the order 
and/or invoice for the advertising purchased must be placed in the Public Inspection File.   
 
Item 13 is an affirmation that the individual signing the form is the authorized representative of the 
Advertiser. 
 
Item 14 is a save harmless clause for the benefit of the station. 
 
Item 15 addresses a federal requirement for broadcast stations. 
 

(This Guide may be distributed to issue advertisers, but need not be placed in the Public File.)
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THIRD PARTY/ISSUE ADVERTISING CERTIFICATION FOR TELEVISION 
 

“Advertiser,” as identified below, with regard to the following identified spot(s) or program(s)   

[list each individual spot or program for which this certification applies]    

             (the 

“Programming”) hereby certifies that: 
 

1. The name, permanent street address and telephone number of the party paying for the 

Programming (the “Advertiser”) is: 

 
Name of Advertiser & Contact Person:        

 
Contact Address:       City, State:      

 

Contact Telephone No.:       

 

2. Advertiser has attached a document listing its chief executive officers, members of executive 

committee, or board of directors.  

 

3. Advertiser is a “Political Committee” registered with the Federal Election Commission  

     (check one):  [  ] Yes or [  ] No.   

 

4. Programming solicits a political contribution (check one): [  ] Yes or [  ] No 

 

5. Programming “expressly advocates” the election or defeat of a federal candidate or refers to a 

federal candidate for office (check one):  [  ] Yes or [  ] No.  

 

6. Programming is an “electioneering communication” (check one): [  ] Yes or [  ] No.   

 

7. If “Yes” to any of 3-6, Advertiser certifies that the text of the sponsorship identification for 

the Programming complies fully with the sponsorship identification requirements of the 

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, is in full compliance with all election 

and campaign finance laws, and, without limitation, that no funds from foreign sources of 

any kind are being used to purchase the advertising. 

 

8. Advertiser is responsible for the content of the Programming.   

 

9. The following organizations are connected to Advertiser (state “none” if none): 
 

               
 

10. The Programming is not authorized by any federal candidate or the candidate’s authorized 

committee. 

 

11. The subject matter of the Programming relates to the following issue of national importance:  

_________________________________________ 

 

12. The name of the candidate to which the Programming refers is, ______________ (if any), a 

candidate for the federal office of ______________ (political office sought). 
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13. The undersigned is the authorized representative of Advertiser. 

 

14. Advertiser agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the station for any harm, damages or 

liability, including reasonable attorney’s fees, which may ensure from the broadcast of the 

Programming.  
 

15.  Advertiser further certifies that it is not buying broadcasting air time for a discriminatory 

purpose, including but not limited to decisions not to place advertising on particular stations 

on the basis of race or ethnicity. 

 
 
Certified this ____ day of _____________, 201___ by authorized representative of Advertiser. 

 
 

                  
Printed Name      Title  
 
      
Signature 
 
This Station does not discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity in any of its advertising 

practices.    
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NON-FEDERAL CANDIDATE CERTIFICATION FOR ADVERTISING 
 
           [candidate’s name] (the “Candidate”),  a candidate 

for the office of      , [political office sought], whose authorized 

committee treasurer is_______________, personally, or by      

 , the Candidate’s authorized  committee, with regard to the following identified spot(s) or 

program(s)   [list each individual spot or program for which this certification applies]  

            (the “Programming”) 

hereby certifies that:  

1) If (i) the Programming is five minutes long, or less, at either the beginning or the end of 

the Programming; or (ii) if the Programming is more than five minutes long, at the 

beginning and the end of the Programming, the Programming clearly and accurately 

states that it has been "paid for," "sponsored by" or "furnished by" the Candidate and/or 

the Candidate's authorized committee, as the case may be, and if the authorized 

committee, identifies its Treasurer or other senior officer.  If the Programming is to be 

aired on television, that sponsorship identification is clearly spoken and visually 

displayed for at least four seconds and in letters of at least four percent of the picture 

height of the displayed Programming.  

 

2) The Programming is in full compliance with all federal, state and local law and 

regulation, and that the Candidate and/or Candidate's authorized committee agrees to 

indemnify and hold harmless the station for any harm, damages or liability, including 

reasonable attorney’s fees, which may ensue from the broadcast of the Programming.  

 

3) This station does not discriminate in the sale of advertising time, and will accept no 

advertising which is placed with an intent to discriminate on the basis of race or 

ethnicity.  Advertiser/Buyer hereby certifies that it is not buying broadcasting air time 

for a discriminatory purpose, including but not limited to decisions not to place 

advertising on particular stations on the basis of race or ethnicity. 
 
 
Certified this _____ day of ____________, 201__. 
 
      
Candidate 
 
OR 
      
Candidate’s Authorized Committee Representative 
  
      
Candidate’s Representative’s Title 

 
 

This Station does not discriminate on the basis of race or ethnicity in any of its advertising 

practices.    
 
 

 


